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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 

 Based on the data analysis on the previous chapter, there are five types of swear 

found in “The End of The F***ing World” series season one movie script such as : sex 

term, excretion term, body part term, animal term, and death term. Swear words from 

each types of swear counted and accumulated in total 54 word and phrases. 

 Based on the data analysis, there are five spech act classification of intention of 

swear found in “The End of The F***ing World” series season one movie script such 

as : assertives, directives, declarations, rxpressives, and commisives. Intention of swear 

word from each speech act classification counted and accumulated in total 56 words. 

 Based on the analysis, I found that the use of swear words not only to express 

negative emotions such as anger, frustration and upset but I found out in “The End of 

The F***ing World” series season one movie script the emotion that Alyssa’s shows 

also express certain emotions such as happy, shame, confused, awkward, command 

and many more. In analyzing the types of swear and the intention of swear I believed 

that this reseach could help the readers of this research in understanding more deeply 

the use of swear words in “The End of The F***ing World” series season one movie 

script. 

 In this series, I could say there are two types of swear words that mostly used 

by character Alyssa in this series than the other three types they are sex term and 

excretion term. In sex term the words fuck and fucking very often said by the character 

Alyssa it feels like it is her habit to put the word fuck in the middle of the sentence she 

says, I think that the title of this series really shows the character of Alyssa which is 

the main character in this series, Instead of “The End of The World” it go by “ The End 

of The F***ing World” which shows how barbaric and chaos Alyssa is. the title of this 

series also seems to show that indeed the majority of this series will be filled with swear 
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words. excretion word such as Shit also often used by Alyssa. it more like she used 

Fuck then Shit and the rest of it she use prick, dick, bitch and hell. So thats why The 

character Alyssa mostly use the two types of swear sex term and excretion term than 

the other three types of swear. 

 I suggest to linguistics student as the next researchers who are interested in 

doing research with similar topic regarding to the swear words analysis, to explore 

more deeper in the study of swear words because there are so many thing that can be 

analyzed. Since there are many theories from various experts which concern about 

swear words and also maybe the next reseachers be able to try interview or observation 

as a way to collect the data since there are not many of them doing self-collecting data 

in swear words analysis most of them using songs, books, novels, or even movie and 

series. And maybe for the next researchers, it would be nice to make research to analyze 

translation error in swear words, that would be interesting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


